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OH FAIR, OH SWEET AND HOLY.
Du bist wie eine Blume.

Words from the German.

Music by OTTO CANTOR.
gaze on thee and yearnings
schau Dich an und Wohmuth

Sad in my bosom hide.
Schleicht mir ins Herz hein.

Tranquillamente

Mir feel that fain I'd be
ist als ob ich die
Pray ing, Pray ing that God may
keep thee so holy, sweet and
fair, Pray ing that God may
keep thee, Keep thee so holy, sweet and so
hold, Pray ing that God dass Gott Dich er
so rein, so schön, so schön, rein und
so rein, so schön und
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(Russian Gipsy Melodies)
music adapted and arranged to English words
written by
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THE RED SARAFAN.
in G (B to E)
Rather slow.
I will wear no red sarafan. My mother save your sewing.
For the birds sing over his grave And April grass is growing.

Also published in B♭.

AUTUMN WINDS.
in G (F to G)
Moderato.
Autumn winds are sighing. 'Mid the flow'r's and
trees, Leaflets dead and dying

Also published in E♭.

THE COQUETTE.
in E♭ (C to F)
Allegretto.
Men say I love coquetting, that I have no faithful
heart. Thou, in love which knows no ending, I can play no woman's

Also published in C.

YOU ARE MY DARLING.
in A♭ (E♭ to F)
Slow Time.
You are my darling, you are my soul! Light of my
life, my sun, my goal! You are my being.

Also published in F.
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